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ABSTRACT 
Lamins A and C are intermediate filament nuclear envelope proteins encoded by the LMNA gene. Mutations 

in LMNA cause autosomal dominant severe heart disease, accounting for 10% of dilated cardiomyopathy 

(DCM). Characterized by progressive conduction system disease, arrhythmia and systolic impairment, lamin 

A/C heart disease is more malignant than other common DCMs due to high event rates even when the left 

ventricular impairment is mild. It has several phenotypic mimics but overall it is likely to be an under-

recognized cause of DCM. In certain clinical scenarios, particularly familial DCM with early conduction 

disease, the pre-test probability of finding an LMNA mutation may be quite high.  

Recognising lamin A/C heart disease is important because implantable cardioverter defibrillators need to be 

implanted early. Promising oral drug therapies are within reach thanks to research into the mitogen-activated 

protein kinase (MAPK) and affiliated pathways. Personalised heart failure therapy may soon become feasible 

for LMNA, alongside personalised risk stratification, as variant-related differences in phenotype severity and 

clinical course are being steadily elucidated.  

Genotyping and family screening are clinically important both to confirm and to exclude LMNA mutations, 

but it is the three-pronged integration of such genetic information with functional data from in vivo 

cardiomyocyte mechanics, and pathological data from microscopy of the nuclear envelope, that is properly 

reshaping our LMNA knowledgebase, one variant at a time. 

This review explains the biology of lamin A/C heart disease (genetics, structure and function of lamins), 

clinical presentation (diagnostic pointers, electrocardiographic and imaging features), aspects of screening 

and management, including current uncertainties, and future directions.  
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INTRODUCTION  

Lamins A and C are encoded by the LMNA gene. LMNA mutations cause up to 10% of dilated 

cardiomyopathies (DCM) but they also underlie a spectrum of other diseases including some types of 

muscular dystrophy, lipodystrophy, and acrogeria syndromes (Table 1). In the heart, the spectrum ranges 

from no apparent cardiac disease, to isolated ventricular dilatation, arrhythmic cardiomyopathy, hypokinetic 

non-dilated cardiomyopathy, and overt DCM[1]. Accordingly we use the term “lamin A/C heart disease” 

(LHD). LHD is malignant causing heart failure, ventricular arrhythmias and cardiac conduction system 

disease (CCD) with an untreated sudden cardiac death (SCD) rate as high as 46%[2]. Its earlier recognition is 

important because implantable cardioverter defibrillator therapy (ICD) can save lives. This review 

summarises the biology of LHD, its clinical presentation, aspects of screening and management, current 

uncertainties, and promising experimental therapies. 

 

WHAT ARE LAMINS 

Lamins are nuclear envelope proteins implicated in DNA replication, cell-cycle regulation, chromatin 

organization, differentiation maintenance, nuclear stability, pore positioning, gene expression and signal 

transduction. The lamin family comprises Type-A and Type-B Class V intermediate filaments. Type-B 

filaments (lamins B1, B2) are encoded by 2 LMNB genes, not known to cause cardiac disease. Type-A 

filaments derive from a single LMNA gene on chromosome 1q21.2–21.3 (Figure 1A). LMNA undergoes 

alternative splicing of a single transcript generating 4 products, collectively known as ‘lamin A/C’ (see 

Figure 1 legend). Mutations within all exons and the first 10 introns of LMNA cause cardiac disease 

(www.UMD.be/LMNA/, Supplementary Table 1 and Figure 2).  

 

MECHANISMS OF DISEASE 

The vast majority of disease causing LMNA mutations are sequence-level alterations and are predominantly 

missense, but frameshift, nonsense, and intragenic deletions and duplications, capable of resulting in a loss-

of-function, are also reported. The clinical impact of LMNA mutations varies not only on the basis of 

molecular consequence (i.e. the non-missense vs. missense dichotomy alluded to in the European guideline–
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see Device section) but also on the basis of predicted amino acid change. For example, p.(Arg331Gln), 

p.(Arg190Trp) and p.(Glu161Lys) are all single nucleotide missense substitutions, but a patient with the 

former mutation is likely to exhibit a more benign course than another with either of the latter 2 (that are 

reportedly more malignant)[3]. Therefore LMNA mutation variant matters for clinical risk stratification due 

to differing effects on the structure and function of cardiomyocytes[3] resulting from a combination of 

pathophysiological processes (Figure 3). Possible mechanisms of pathogenicity include loss of LMNA 

function secondary to haploinsufficiency, but also dominant-negative or toxic gain-of-function mechanisms 

through mutations that alter heptad stability (Figure 1F) influencing dimerization. These patho-functional-

genetic effects are being systematically unravelled, not only through what we have learnt already from 

systemic laminopathy studies looking at nuclear mechanics and mechanotransduction in cultured embryonic 

fibroblasts from lamin A/C–deficient mice, but also from in vitro functional studies of human membrane-

permeabilized   cardiomyocytes appraising force  development and myofibril  density. To understand the 

spectrum of variant-specific disease mechanisms in LHD, more studies are needed using this 3-pronged 

approach: integrating genetics, function and pathology (ultrastructural and immunofluorescent scrutiny of the 

nuclear  envelope).  

 

DISEASE MANIFESTATIONS 

LHD is malignant in both males and females[4] although worse phenotypes and outcomes have been 

reported in males[5]. For the p.Arg225Ter nonsense variant for example, this gender difference was 

attributed to the nuclear accumulation of androgen receptor and its co-activators[6] but further research is 

needed. 

Based on a small single site study, there was age-dependent penetrance and a major transition in phenotype 

development (from 7% to 66%) at around 20 years[5] and complete penetrance by 60 years[5]. A typical 

untreated progression might be from premature atrial contractions to atrial arrhythmias, to CCD, to 

hypokinetic non-dilated cardiomyopathy, to DCM but features may present “out-of-order” and in 

combination.  
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Conduction disease 

The most prominent and discriminatory cardiac feature of LHD is progressive CCD including sinoatrial and 

His/bundle disease[7] (Figure 4A–F) sometimes requiring pacing for sinoatrial dysfunction or high-grade 

atrioventricular block at a young age.  

 

Supraventricular and ventricular arrhythmias 

Supraventricular arrhythmias, particularly atrial fibrillation (AF) and flutter are common and may precede 

DCM development by decades unlike most DCM-related AF[2]. Premature ventricular complexes and non-

sustained ventricular tachycardia (NSVT) are also common. Sustained VT and ventricular fibrillation (VF) 

cause SCD so LHD patients with pacemakers but not defibrillators, may still sustain SCD[8]. Malignant 

arrhythmias may occur in echocardiographically mild or undetectable disease[2], although rarely without at 

least some evidence of CCD/other supraventricular arrhythmias. The LMNA mutation arrhythmia risk can 

also occur as part of a primarily non-cardiac or overlapped phenotype[2]. 

 

Dilated cardiomyopathy 

LMNA mutations can cause isolated left ventricular (LV) enlargement, isolated LV dysfunction, or a typical 

DCM but marked LV dilatation and/or wall thinning is not characteristic[9]. Biventricular involvement can 

occur and be relevant for advanced heart failure care strategies like mechanical circulatory support[10]. As a 

genetic abnormality, LHD does not recur post transplantation. 

 

Thromboembolism 

Data from a single-site retrospective study have suggested a possible link between LMNA mutation carriage 

and arterial and venous thromboembolism even in non-manifesting carriers[11], but prospective multi-center 

verification is needed. 

 

DIAGNOSTICS  

Initial clinical workup 

In suspected LHD, particular features to seek include a 3 to 4 generation family history for familial DCM 

and CCD[1], sudden unexplained death, transplantation, AF, early pacemaker implantation, and 
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neuromuscular disease. First-level investigations should include ECG and 24-hour Holter. Echocardiography 

reports should emphasise and not dismiss borderline/mild dilatation and/or impairment. Basic blood 

investigations should include serum creatinine phosphokinase (CK). Diagnostic ‘red flags’ (Table 2) should 

trigger a second-level work-up including further blood biomarkers, advanced imaging and genetic testing. 

When there is high diagnostic suspicion or a confirmed diagnosis of LHD, review for neuromuscular, 

endocrine and metabolic symptoms and/or onward referral to neurology may be appropriate. Conversely, 

non-cardiac-predominant laminopathies should have a basic cardiac work-up with low threshold for referral 

to cardiology. 

 

Imaging  

Echocardiography is a first-level investigation to assess biventricular size and function, regional wall motion 

and atrial size, while excluding alternative diagnoses. Diastolic dysfunction occurs in LHD irrespective of 

systolic dysfunction, correlating with left atrial dilatation and midmyocardial fibrosis by cardiovascular 

magnetic resonance (CMR)[12]. Septal speckle tracking longitudinal strain is reduced, correlating with PR 

interval prolongation[13] and predicting ventricular arrhythmias. Mechanical dispersion by strain is 

increased in LMNA carriers with NSVT and VT irrespective of ejection fraction and global longitudinal 

strain, and may be an early ventricular arrhythmia marker[14]. A thick layer of right ventricular epicardial fat 

may indicate associated familial partial lipodystrophy. CMR permits accurate volume assessment, with better 

repeatability compared to unenhanced transthoracic echocardiography[15], which is key to detecting subtle 

drops in LV function when following up mutation positive carriers. CMR basal to mid septal midmyocardial 

late gadolinium enhancement appears to be a common and early finding (Figure 4G–L)[9], correlating with 

CCD and ventricular arrhythmias, and matching the scar pattern observed at autopsy[12]. Extensive scar may 

uncommonly be found in advanced disease, although most at this stage have devices. The extracellular 

volume fraction may be elevated early[16].  

 

Blood biomarkers 

There are currently no clinically available specific LHD blood biomarkers. Serum CK levels may detect 

associated skeletal myopathy increasing the likelihood of LHD and justifying genetic testing in sporadic 

DCM[1] but a normal CK does not exclude the condition. N-terminal pro-B-type natriuretic peptide is 
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elevated in LHD with LV dilatation/impairment but also in preserved LV function where it correlates with 

ventricular arrhythmias[16]. Aldosterone is at the upper limits of normal and dyslipidaemia common (a 

possible metabolic complication linked to lipodystrophy).  

 

Biopsy and autopsy 

Light and electron microscopy findings in LHD are summarised in Figure 5 and Table 3. Conventional light 

microscopy in advanced disease reveals extensive cardiomyocyte and conduction tissue abnormalities but 

these are non-specific. The nuclear ultrastructure requires electron microscopy and published results vary 

with one study suggesting preserved nuclear membrane integrity[17] but most others describing potentially 

pathognomonic disruptions of the nuclear membrane structure. Myocardial biopsy may help exclude other 

diseases such as sarcoid, myocarditis, arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy and amyloidosis. Histology of 

autopsied hearts has confirmed basal septal midmyocardial fibrosis, matching that by CMR, in 75% of 

deceased LHD patients[12].  

 

Genetics 

The frequency of LMNA mutations is up to 5% in patients with sporadic idiopathic DCM[18], 5% – 10% in 

idiopathic familial DCM[19], and 33% in familial DCM with CCD[20] (Table 2). Genetic testing should be 

considered for an index case who has: DCM and CCD (1st, 2nd or 3rd degree atrioventricular block) and/or a 

family history of premature unexpected sudden death (Class I recommendation); familial DCM (Class IIa 

recommendation); isolated CCD especially when there is a family history of CCD (Class IIb 

recommendation); survived an unexplained out-of-hospital cardiac arrest if the medical evaluation raises a 

suspicion of genetic cardiomyopathy (Class I recommendation)[21]. For DCM not caused by mutations in 

LMNA, identifying a genetic cause in a proband is often of limited importance for the individual but more 

relevant to the family in terms of cascade screening and family planning[21]. Not so for LMNA mutations, 

given the higher prevalence of SCD, cardiac transplantation, and ventricular arrhythmias compared to DCM 

caused by sarcomere gene mutations[22], the consequently lower threshold for prophylactic ICD 

implantation,[23] and because therefore, the exclusion of an LMNA mutation is in itself reassuring[21].  

Compared to some other forms of DCM, genetic testing in LHD may be potentially more straight forward as 

the LMNA gene is relatively small, the disease principally autosomal dominant and heterozygous (except for 
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rare highly malignant homozygous disease or digenism e.g. LMNA plus emerin), and its mutations usually 

exonic (80%) single nucleotide substitutions with predictable functional consequences. LMNA gene testing 

can be performed in isolation (e.g. a DCM-CCD proband with high pre-test probability) but more often as 

part of a multi-gene DCM panel. Other gene mutations potentially mimic LHD (Table 4) and there may be 

value in identifying these where funding allows. Even with next-generation sequencing and larger panels the 

sensitivity for detecting the DCM-causing mutation may only reach 50%. More is not necessarily better as 

broad-based sequencing approaches (Supplementary Table 2) may generate uncertainty by uncovering 

more novel variants of uncertain significance[24]. Judging the relevance of such novel variations can be 

helped by screening families (see next section) so that with time, information on most of the mutations 

coupled with data from mechanism studies, will become available in databases linking to clinical 

phenotypes.  Given the significant phenotypic pleiotropy observed in spite of mutational invariance across 

and within families with LMNA mutations, there is a risk for selection bias causing over-representation of the 

more severe LHD presentations in the published literature. Reports on milder and variable phenotypes such 

as that arising from the founder mutation p.(Arg331Gln)[22], are therefore important. 

 

Family screening   

Family screening for LMNA occurs typically for family members of a living or deceased proband with a 

known pathogenic LMNA mutation[25] where it is a Class I recommendation[21] or for relatives of a sudden 

death victim of unknown genetic status (Class IIa | level of recommendation C[25]). First degree relatives of 

a living DCM proband with suspected but unconfirmed LHD warrant echocardiography and ECG beyond 

10-12 years of age, and if CCD is also a feature, 24-hour Holter[26]. Genotype-positive relatives are to be 

offered clinical surveillance while genotype-negatives can be reassured and discharged from follow up[27]. 

No cost-benefit assessment has yet appraised whether family screening by a combined genetic test and 

clinical screening approach is superior to sole clinical screening in LHD[28]. The number of asymptomatic 

relatives identified with LMNA mutations and subclinical phenotypes is increasing[1] but data concerning 

surveillance intensity remains sparse though we suggest annual follow-up (history, ECG, Holter, 

echocardiography) seeking CCD/arrhythmia and LV dilatation and/or impairment, as risk markers for 

increasing arrhythmia risk.  
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CLINICAL MANAGEMENT−CURRENT PRACTICES 

Lifestyle advice 

In the absence of cardiac implantable electronic devices, there is only limited data currently to support the 

discontinuation of high dynamic competitive sport in manifesting and non-manifesting carriers[5]–further 

validation of findings is needed prior to the wider acceptance of such a recommendation. The other common 

question that arises is regarding the safety of child-bearing in females with LMNA mutations. Again, there is 

insufficient published data to understand true risk. In one small, retrospective case report that 

overrepresented a single mutation among 5 women with early clinical disease and no heart failure, pregnancy 

was well tolerated[29] but of course larger studies are needed. 

 

Conventional drug therapy 

The benefits of conventional heart failure therapies are unknown in LHD, except for case reports, animal 

studies and one phase III clinical trial (PRECARDIA, NCT01583114) prematurely stopped due to poor 

recruitment. There is consensus for their use in LHD patients with LV dysfunction and heart failure; less so 

in non-manifesting carriers and early phenotype patients. Beta-blockers may improve symptoms, prognosis 

and reduce the risk of ventricular arrhythmias, but there is a risk of high-grade atrioventricular block in those 

with CCD and no pacemaker, and of increased right ventricular pacing in those without a cardiac 

resynchronisation therapy device[30]. Furthermore, metoprolol-treated LMNA mouse models developed 

heart failure, and more fibrosis compared to untreated mice[31]. The LMNA-related prothrombotic state 

needs further support in larger studies but if confirmed, would suggest a lower threshold for prophylaxis with 

anticoagulant or antiplatelet therapy–currently the evidence is missing.  

 

Device therapy 

LHD poses a greater risk of SCD than other DCMs, so early implantation of a primary prevention ICD may 

be warranted[32]. Its progressive nature and associated CCD also suggest a role for cardiac 

resynchronisation therapy. Symptomatic sinoatrial disease or high-grade atrioventricular block mean many 

have an indication for pacing but, SCD from malignant arrhythmias may still occur[33]. Where an ICD is 

implanted in the presence of a traditional pacing-only indication and a pathogenic LMNA mutation, 
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appropriate ICD therapy rates are high (42% within 3 years and 52% within 5 years, n = 40 total patients in 2 

studies[32,34]).  

LMNA is one of the first named genes to be included in SCD risk stratification algorithms. Primary 

prevention ICD implantation can be useful in LMNA-positive patients with progressive CCD and LV 

dysfunction or NSVT (Class IIa; level of evidence C[35]) and in LMNA-positive DCM with ‘clinical risk 

factors’ (Class IIa; level of evidence B[25]) these being, NSVT, LV ejection fraction < 45%, male gender 

and non-missense mutations. Risk factors are based on a retrospective multi-center study of 269 LHD 

patients[36] where malignant ventricular arrhythmias were only observed in those with at least 2 risk factors, 

with each additional risk factor inflating the risk[36]. Male gender, non-missense mutations and left 

ventricular ejection fraction ≤ 50% similarly predicted malignant ventricular arrhythmias in a separate, more 

recent retrospective outcome study (n = 122), but importantly, malignant ventricular arrhythmias also 

occurred in those with 0 or 1 risk factors[37]. Other candidate risk factors include poor functional 

capacity[5], > 10 years exposure to competitive sports[5], basal septal scar by CMR[13], PR interval 

prolongation[13], and mechanical dispersion by strain[14]. Important questions remain: is every young male 

with a non-missense LMNA mutation expected to receive an ICD?; are the 4 major clinical risk factors of 

equal importance? what additional risk is conferred by the other published risk factors?; and could some 

specific missense mutations (e.g. p.Arg190Trp) be about as malignant as truncation-predicting ones? 

There are potential adverse implications of implanting an earlier lifesaving ICD rather than a pacemaker. 

ICD pulse generators are larger with shorter battery longevity requiring potentially several pulse generator 

replacements within the lifespan of a young lamin patient resulting in a significant lifetime risk of device-

related complications[38]. A recent LHD meta-analysis suggests annual rates of appropriate ICD therapy of 

5.6% and 17.1% for primary and secondary prevention ICDs respectively, but also annual rates of 

inappropriate shocks and total device-related complication of 4.6% and 10.3%, including very rare 

fatalities[39].  

 

Electrophysiological studies and catheter ablation 

The early potential of electrophysiology study inducing VT or VF for risk stratification[2] may not be borne 

out in LHD where the VT substrate is more complex. 
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There are also doubts about the effectiveness of catheter ablation for VT in LHD where the combination of a 

predominantly intramural VT substrate and basal perivalvular scar make VT ablation particularly 

challenging[40] and may not prevent arrhythmia recurrence or progression to advanced heart failure[40]. 

Catheter ablation of clinical VT in non-ischaemic DCM is therefore reserved for patients presenting with a 

clear VT mechanism (e.g. bundle branch re-entry) and only in experienced centers.  

 

Heart transplantation  

Patients with LHD who develop advanced heart failure or recurrent ventricular arrhythmias may be 

candidates for heart transplantation[41]. During assessment, extra-cardiac manifestations such as skeletal 

muscle involvement should be considered because of the risk of muscle toxicity from calcineurin inhibitors, 

post-operative deterioration of muscle symptoms, and statin intolerance. Selected patients may undergo 

mechanical circulatory support as a bridge to heart transplantation if required. 

 

FUTURE BIOMARKERS 

Proteomics-based clinical tests for LHD are in early phase. Skin fibroblasts in LMNA mutation carriers 

differentially express proteins implicated in, or downstream of, pathways elaborated in Figure 3[42]. A 

targeted metabolomics assay has been developed using heart extracts from a homozygous LMNA knock-out 

mouse model with aggressive multisystem disease resulting from complete loss of lamin function[43]. 

However, the null model’s faithfulness to human LHD is unknown and likewise the assay’s applicability to 

the human condition.  

Patients with LHD have reduced circulating blood LMNA mRNA compared to DCM not caused by 

mutations in LMNA, and controls[44]. The reduction mirrors nuclear membrane lamin under-expression in 

immunostained myocardial biopsy samples from the same patients. The extent of mRNA under-expression 

did not correlate with mutation type or position on cDNA relative to the nuclear localization signal, but this 

may partly be due to an exposure-response relationship determining transcript abundance. It has been shown 

that transcript abundance decreased over time in LHD patients, suggesting that single time point mRNA 

measurements might be influenced by the patients’ age and/or time since phenotypic penetrance. This low-

cost transcriptomic biomarker needs further refinement, but could potentially gain a clinically useful role as a 
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pre-genetic assay to guide genetic analysis and to monitor disease progression and treatment response in 

LHD patients[44].  

 

FUTURE THERAPIES 

Cardiac mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs) and protein kinase B (AKT)/mammalian target of 

rapamycin (mTOR) signaling pathways are very complex signaling systems that have been shown to be 

activated prior to overt LHD (Figures 3B,C) in a knock-in LmnaH222P mouse model (p.His222Pro), in mice 

deficient of lamin A/C (Lmna-/-)[45], and in explanted human LHD myocardium. At least 3 MAPK and 

AKT/mTOR pathway inhibitors have been investigated: 1) inhibitor of MEK1/2 (the MAPK kinase that 

phosphorylates ERK1/2 early along the MAPK pathway); 2) inhibitor of c-Jun N-terminal kinases (JNK); 

and 3) inhibitor of p38α (Figure 3B), with MEK1/2 inhibitors being furthest along clinical development.  

The first small molecule allosteric inhibitor of MEK1/2 to be tested (PD98059, Pfizer) improved LV size and 

function in mice[46] but was superseded by another more potent and selective inhibitor, Selumetinib (Array 

BioPharma), now in phase III clinical trials for cancer. Another such allosteric, macrocyclic MEK1/2 

inhibitor (Allomek Therapeutics LLC) was successfully used in LmnaH222P mice. The reversible JNK 

inhibitor SP600125 (Calbiochem) tested in LmnaH222P mice prevented LV dilatation, improved systolic 

function and decreased myocardial fibrosis but is early phase. A small molecule inhibitor of p38α (ARRY-

371797, Array BioPharma) used in LmnaH222P mice, improved left ventricular diameters and fractional 

shortening and has now completed phase II clinical trial. Results are keenly awaited as some of these 

promising therapies may have negative side effects when applied to humans. The pyridazinone derivative 

calcium sensitizer SCH00013, tested in LmnaH222P mice, improves myocardial contractility and reduces 

myocardial fibrosis with an overall prosurvival effect and is also early phase[47].  

The mutated LMNA cell-signaling environment antagonizes autophagy so pharmacological reversal could 

work. Modulation of the Akt/mTOR pathway by temsirolimus (Figure 3C) in mouse models restores 

autophagy[48] ameliorating cardiac function.  

Where toxic lamin accumulation is suspected, an antisense oligonucleotide strategy targeting exon 11, may 

treat progeria by reducing prelamin A and tipping the balance of splicing towards lamin C. This approach 

may be applicable LHD caused by missense mutations in exon 11[49].  
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CONCLUSION  

Lamin A/C heart disease is an important cause of DCM, particularly common with conduction disease, but 

the presentation can be diverse, to different cardiology and medical specialities. Device therapy is important 

and instituted early with specific risk stratification. The clinician should be alert to LHD and its diagnostic 

‘red flags’, the mild echocardiographic phenotype early on, the conduction system predilection, ventricular 

arrhythmia risk and multisystem involvement. Genotyping adds major value, both to individuals and their 

families, and, with coordinated clinical and basic research at scale, new biomarkers and emerging disease-

specific therapies have the potential to halt or even reverse the nuclear devastation that underpins lamin A/C 

heart disease. 
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FIGURES  

Figure 1. Schema showing biogenesis of wildtype lamin protein, from gene to higher-order assembly 

into lamin filaments.  

The LMNA gene (A) uses an alternative 5’ splice site in intron 10 to generate 4 Type-A proteins: lamin A 

(major isoform, B), AΔ10 (minor isoform, missing exon 10), C (known as C1, C) and C2 (only in germ 

cells). Each has a tripartite domain organisation: short globular head domain; central α-helical rod domain; 

and immunoglobulin-like globular tail domain. Exon 1 codes for the head domain and first portion of the rod 

domain, the remainder encoded by exons 2–6. Exons 7–9 code for tail domain sequences common to both 

lamins A and C. These are identical for their first 566 a.a. but have distinct tail domains. Prelamin A (D) is 

the lamin A precursor with 98 unique C-terminal a.a. The –CaaX motif is post-translationally farnesylated, 

cleaved, methylated and cleaved again forming mature lamin A. Lamin A tail domain is encoded by part of 

exon 10 and the entire exons 11 and 12. Lamin C tail domain is encoded by sole exon 10, has 4 unique a.a, 

lacks a –CaaX box sequence and is not further modified after synthesis. Two parallel lamin monomers form 

lamin hetero/homodimers (E) without stagger, through coiled-coil interaction of heptad repeats (F) in the 

central rod domains. Inner hydrophobic and electrostatic residues in the heptad (green) stabilize its 

secondary structure, while charged a.a. pointing outwards (pink) affect higher-order assembly or 

intermolecular interactions. Dimers form polar “head-to-tail” assemblies (G) by overlapping their terminal 

rod domains. These form non-polar protofilaments composed of two antiparallel polymers (H) that laterally 

assemble to form thick filament bundles, tangles and paracrystalline arrays.  

a.a., amino acid; –CaaX, a four-amino acid sequence at the carboxyl terminus of a protein in which ‘a’ 
refers to an aliphatic residue. 
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Figure 2. Mutational landscape of LHD–Mutations are spread all over the coding sequence and there 

is great phenotypic variability. 

A Circos of cardiac phenotype (MOGE(S) nosology) against mutation in cDNA order. Each mutation is 

described in Supplementary Table 1. Exon boundaries are demarcated by sector lines (exon 12 only holds 

one mutation and the sector is not resolvable). From outside to in: gene mutation variant (text colours 

indicate mutation type; key, bottom left), then LMNA cDNA location, then structurally and functionally 

important lamin protein domains (colour key, bottom right), before nested phenotype characteristics per 

mutation. Internal phenotype tracks contain filled dots collinear to each mutation, which indicate a positive 

phenotype status as follows: Subclinical = no DCM; the default (not shown) is overt DCM; SA = 

supraventricular arrhythmia; CCD = cardiac conduction system disease; eHF = end stage heart failure (heart 

transplantation or death from eHF); VA = ventricular arrhythmia; MVA = malignant ventricular arrhythmia 

(sudden cardiac death, resuscitation or appropriate defibrillator therapy); CK = elevated creatinine 

phosphokinase; Juvenile = onset < 25 years; the default (not shown) is later onset phenotype (≥ 25 years); M-

system = multisystem involvement including neuromuscular, endocrine and lipodystrophy; NYHA = 

functional class represented as scaled vertical lines (key top right). Circos was constructed in R (package 

‘Circlize’). 

DCM, dilated cardiomyopathy; IF-tail, intermediate filament tail.  
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Figure 3. Pathophysiological processes in lamin heart disease–Mutant proteins may cause nuclear 

instability, altered gene expression, or cell toxicity.  

Structural hypothesis (A). A- and B-type lamins form a 3-dimensional molecular scaffold beneath the inner 

nuclear membrane with extension into the nucleoplasm. Nuclear lamins are coupled to components of the 

cytoskeleton (cytosolic actin microfilaments, microtubules and cytoplasmic desmin intermediate filaments) 

by LINC complexes, composed of KASH domain proteins in the outer nuclear membrane and SUN proteins 

in the inner nuclear membrane. These cytoskeletal networks connect the nuclear lamina to the extracellular 

matrix, thus maintaining the structural integrity of the whole cell by providing nuclear anchorage, 

mechanical sensing and structural resistance. LMNA mutations result in impaired myocyte stress resilience, 

defective force transmission and reduced hypertrophic response to pressure overload.  

Gene expression (B). The nuclear envelope plays a role in tissue-specific gene expression that can be altered 

by LMNA mutations. Lamins interact with nuclear envelope proteins and transcription factors regulating 

differentiating pathways Rb/E2F or Rb/MyoD, TGFβ, β-catenin, and CTGF/CCN2 cascades implicated in 

cardiac remodelling. They also modulate MAPK and AKT/mTOR pathways through expression of Dusp4. 

MAPK inhibitors work at 3 levels (yellow cartoons). Because the MAPK pathway through JNK, has also 

been reported to influence gap junction connexion protein (Cx43) expression, dysregulated ion channel 

trafficking is a potential mechanism for arrhythmogenicity.  

Cell toxicity (C). By activating the Akt/mTOR, LMNA mutations impair cardiomyocyte autophagy, making 

the cell vulnerable to oxidative stress and/or accumulation of toxic misfolded or farnesylated lamins. 

Temsirolimus facilitates autophagic clearance of mutant protein. Reduced lamin function may also result in 

SUN1 overexpression, saturation of its nuclear occupancy sites, and its toxic relocation to the Golgi.  

AKT, protein kinase B; BAF, barrier to autointegrative factor; DCM, dilated cardiomyopathy; Dusp4, dual 
specificity phosphatase 4; E2F, E2 factor family of transcription factors; ER, endoplasmic reticulum; 
ERK1/2, extracellular signal–regulated kinases 1/2; INM, inner nuclear membrane; JNK, c-Jun N-terminal 
kinases; KASH, Klarsicht, ANC-1, and Syne homology; LAP, Lamin associated protein; LEM, LAP2-emerin-
MAN1 domain; LINC, linker of the nucleoskeleton and cytoskeleton; MAN1, vertebrate nuclear inner 
membrane protein; MAPK, mitogen-activated protein kinase; MyoD, myoblast determination protein; 
mTOR, mammalian target of rapamycin; ONM, outer nuclear membrane; PNS, perinuclear space; R-Smad, 
Rb, retinoblastoma protein; SUN, Sad1 and UNC-84 (SUN) proteins; TGFβ, transforming growth factor β. 
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Figure 4. ECG and CMR phenotypes in LHD patients.  

ECGs from patients with LHD showing a spectrum of milder electrophysiological phenotypes: A) Borderline 

first-degree atrioventricular block, RV2>RV3 with fragmented QRS in V3. B) Left bundle branch block. C) 

Partial right bundle branch block with fragmented QRS in V3. D) RV1>RV2 with fragmented QRS in V2. 

E) Intraventricular conduction delay, poor R wave progression and QRS fragmentation in V1-3 indicating 

septal remodelling. F) RV2>RV3 with fragmented QRS in V1. CMR in a 51 Year-old bradycardic male with 

a pathogenic LMNA mutation and family history of dilated cardiomyopathy and sudden death. Cine imaging 

(G, H and I) showed a mildly dilated left ventricle of good function (EDV 176 mL, EDVi 103 mL/m2, 

ejection fraction 68%), mildly dilated right ventricle, and biatrial dilatation. Late gadolinium enhancement 

imaging (J, K, L) reveals mid wall non-ischaemic linear fibrosis in many basal segments. 

CMR, cardiovascular magnetic resonance; ECG, electrocardiogram; EDVi, end-diastolic volume indexed to 
body surface area; LHD, lamin A/C heart disease.  
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Figure 5. Microscopic phenotype of LHD.  

Pathology (left): Normal lamin A/C immunostain (tan nuclei) in the endomyocardial biopsy of a DCM 

patient with wildtype LMNA (negative control, A). Selective loss and irregularity of lamin A/C expression in 

myocyte nuclei (red arrows) of patients with these LMNA mutations: p.Glu161Lys (B, C), p.Arg89Leu (D), 

and p.Arg397Cys (E). Intra-sample positive control provided by the normal nuclear expression of lamin A/C 

of non-myocyte cells (vascular, endocardial, nervous). Ultrastructural views show extensive nuclear 

membrane damage (F, red bracket corresponds to nuclear membrane profile) and a combination (G) of 

nuclear membrane damage (red arrow) and invagination with pore clustering (blue arrow). Fine 

ultrastructure (right): Recurring nuclear changes in advanced LHD: nuclear membrane convolutions and 

pseudoinclusions (left images), and intranuclear microtubular proliferation (right images). MOGE(S) 

descriptor provided per case. H, I, and J are from native hearts excised at transplantation. 

AD, autosomal dominant; C, New York Heart Association functional class; CCD, cardiac conduction system 
disease; Ctrl, control; DCM, dilated cardiomyopathy; H, heart.  
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